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Abstract

Disfluencies that appear in the transcriptions
from automatic speech recognition systems
tend to impair the performance of downstream
NLP tasks. Disfluency correction models can
help alleviate this problem. However, the un-
availability of labeled data in low-resource lan-
guages impairs progress. We propose using a
pretrained multilingual model, finetuned only
on English disfluencies, for zero-shot disflu-
ency detection in Indian languages. We present
a detailed pipeline to synthetically generate dis-
fluent text and create evaluation datasets for
four Indian languages: Bengali, Hindi, Malay-
alam, and Marathi. Even in the zero-shot set-
ting, we obtain F1 scores of 75 and higher on
five disfluency types across all four languages.
We also show the utility of synthetically gener-
ated disfluencies by evaluating on real disflu-
ent text in Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi. Fine-
tuning the multilingual model on additional
synthetic Hindi disfluent text nearly doubles
the number of exact matches and yields a 20-
point boost in F1 scores when evaluated on real
Hindi disfluent text, compared to training with
only English disfluent text.

1 Introduction

Disfluencies (e.g., filled pauses, repetitions, dis-
course markers) are artefacts that are inherent to
spontaneous or conversational speech. Disfluen-
cies typically obey the following surface structure
comprising: a reparandum, an interruption point
(+) that marks the end of the reparandum, an in-
terregnum, and finally the repair (Shriberg, 1994).
The reparandum consists of one or more words
that are not intended by the speaker and will be re-
placed or ignored. The interregnum consists of an
editing term indicating that the reparandumwill be
edited, or it may be empty, or it can contain fillers,
discourse markers, etc. The repair section reflects
the fluent part of the utterance. Words from the
reparandum are repeated or corrected in the repair

section, or a new chain of thought is started in case
of a false start.
Consider the following example that illustrates

two disfluency types:

{well} [i think+ {you know} i think] the idea will
work

The words highlighted in red and green refer to dis-
course marker and repetition disfluency types, re-
spectively. The part in blue is the fluent version
of the original sentence. The example also follows
the standard annotation scheme:

[reparandum+ {interregnum} repair]
Disfluencies in automatically transcribed text pose
a major challenge for downstream NLP tasks such
as machine translation, summarization, etc. (Rao
et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010). Disfluency de-
tection/correction is often used as a preprocessing
step for NLP, where the goal is to identify/remove
the disfluent words (Shriberg et al., 1992). While
disfluency correction has been extensively studied
for English (Honal and Schultz, 2003; Zayats et al.,
2014), it has received far less attention in other lan-
guages. This is largely due to the lack of labeled
data for other languages.
In this work, our main objective is to build dis-

fluency detectionmodels for four Indian languages
— Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, and Marathi — in
the zero-shot setting with no access to labeled dis-
fluent data in these languages. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the very first study of disflu-
ency detection across multiple Indian languages
and also the very first to investigate the ability of
large pretrained models to do zero-shot disfluency
detection.
We specify a rule-based procedure to generate

disfluencies starting from fluent sentences. It is
worth noting that the synthetically generated dis-
fluent data might not completely reflect real world
disfluencies. Nevertheless, we find the synthetic
data to be useful in improving disfluency detection
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for low-resource Indian languages. Also, we can
create near-real disfluent data by manually edit-
ing the synthetic data, which will take significantly
less time than annotating from scratch. Our rule-
based pipeline is targeted at Indian languages, and
the same set of rules is applied to sentences in four
Indian languages — Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam,
and Marathi. From within these synthetic datasets,
native speakers of the respective languages manu-
ally identified disfluent sentences that seemed nat-
ural. This resulted in manually-verified evalua-
tion datasets for all the four languages. We also
constructed evaluation datasets for Bengali, Hindi,
and Marathi with real1 disfluent sentences, tran-
scribed and extracted from conversational speech
in interviews. Using these datasets as evaluation
benchmarks and inspired by prior work on cross-
lingual zero-shot transfer using large pretrained
multilingual models (Pires et al., 2019; Hu et al.,
2020; Khanuja et al., 2021), we investigated the
effectiveness of a large pretrained multilingual
model MuRIL (Khanuja et al., 2021) on the task of
zero-shot disfluency detection. MuRIL is a multi-
lingual transformer-based model that is pretrained
on large amounts of text in a number of different
Indian languages. We finetuned MuRIL using la-
beled disfluent sentences in English (Godfrey et al.,
1992) (and synthetic disfluent text) and evaluated
disfluency correction for all four Indian languages
in the zero-shot setting.2
Four MuRIL-based disfluency detection models

were trained, viz. those using (1) only real English
disfluent data, (2) both real English and synthet-
ically generated Bengali disfluent data, (3) both
real English and synthetically generated Hindi dis-
fluent data, and (4) both real English and syntheti-
cally generated Marathi disfluent data. Model (2)
significantly improves disfluency detection on the
real Bengali disfluent data compared to model (1).
We also observe similar results for the other two
languages. This validates our claim that our syn-
thetically generated data is effective in capturing
(some subset of) the kinds of disfluencies that are
encountered in real conversational data.
The main ideas in this work can be summarized

as follows:

• We outline a common rule-based procedure
1We use the term real throughout the paper to contrast

the manually-edited synthetic datasets with the (real) datasets
containing disfluencies annotated from conversations.

2Our code and datasets can be found at https://github.
com/RKKUNDU/zero-shot-disfluency-detection.

that allows us to synthesize disfluencies
for four Indian languages: Bengali, Hindi,
Malayalam, and Marathi.

• We construct manually-verified evaluation
datasets for all four Indian languages, starting
from synthetically generated data. The Ben-
gali, Hindi, Malayalam, and Marathi test sets
contain 500, 575, 575, and 420 sentences, re-
spectively.

• We also annotate real labeled disfluent
datasets in Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi, con-
taining 300, 150, and 250 sentences, respec-
tively. These sentences were transcribed and
extracted from real conversational speech.
We note that this annotation process is sub-
stantially more tedious than identifying nat-
ural disfluencies starting from our synthetic
data.

• We finetune a pretrained multilingual model,
MuRIL, on labeled disfluent data in English
and show its effectiveness at zero-shot disflu-
ency detection for all four Indian language
datasets.

• We show the utility of our synthetic disflu-
ency generation pipeline by comparing per-
formance of a model finetuned only on real
English disfluent data versus a model fine-
tuned on both real English and synthetically
generated disfluent data of one Indian lan-
guage.

• We present a detailed breakdown of perfor-
mance across various disfluency types, show
qualitative analyses of our model predictions
and highlight some interesting aspects related
to disfluencies in Indian languages (e.g., redu-
plication).

2 Related Work

There are three main categories of approaches for
disfluency detection. They are based on (1) se-
quence tagging, (2) parsing, and (3) a noisy chan-
nel model (Kundu et al., 2022).
Sequence tagging based approaches use classi-

fication techniques to label individual words (Liu
et al., 2006; Ostendorf and Hahn, 2013; Zayats
et al., 2014; Ferguson et al., 2015; Hough and
Schlangen, 2015; Zayats et al., 2016; Wang et al.,

https://github.com/RKKUNDU/zero-shot-disfluency-detection
https://github.com/RKKUNDU/zero-shot-disfluency-detection
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2018). Parsing-based approaches detect disflu-
encies along with identifying the syntactic struc-
ture of the sentence (Rasooli and Tetreault, 2013;
Honnibal and Johnson, 2014; Wu et al., 2015;
Yoshikawa et al., 2016; Jamshid Lou and John-
son, 2020). The main idea behind a noisy chan-
nel model of disfluency is that we assume there is
a fluent source sentence X to which some noise
has been added, resulting in a disfluent sentence Y .
The goal is to find the most likely fluent sentence
given Y (Johnson and Charniak, 2004; Zwarts and
Johnson, 2011; Jamshid Lou and Johnson, 2017).
Prior works (Hu et al., 2020; Khanuja et al.,

2021) have used pretrained multilingual models
for many zero-shot NLP tasks such as Named En-
tity Recognition (NER), Part of Speech (POS) tag-
ging, Question Answering (QA), etc. However,
this is the first work to attempt disfluency detec-
tion in a zero-shot setting and the very first work
to study disfluency detection for multiple Indian
languages.
Our work on synthetic disfluency data genera-

tion has parallels to the recent work of Passali et al.
(2022) where they focus on an artificial disfluency
generation algorithm. They focus broadly onRepe-
titions, Replacements, and Restarts and only focus
on English. Saini et al. (2020) is another prior work
that has looked into inducing disfluencies in En-
glish fluent text. Our disfluencies are much more
fine-grained in construction (e.g., pronoun correc-
tions, missing syllables, etc.) compared to prior
work and apply to Indian languages.

3 Generating Synthetic Disfluencies

We focus on four major disfluency types as listed
in Honal and Schultz (2003), i.e., Fillers, Repeti-
tions3, Corrections, and False Starts. We specify a
total of nine rules across the four disfluency types
to introduce disfluencies in fluent sentences. We
show examples of Bengali disfluent sentences in
Appendix A for all the disfluency types. Apart
from what we describe in this section, there are
somemore fine-grained details governing how and
where various disfluencies are introduced in a flu-
ent sentence; these details are specified in our re-
leased codebase.

3In the literature, Repetitions and Corrections disfluency
categories are considered as a single category

3.1 Fillers

We loosely use the term Fillers to denote editing
terms, discourse markers, filled pauses and inter-
jections. Editing terms are used to explicitly indi-
cate that the previously uttered word(s) were not
intended. Discourse markers help in beginning or
keeping a turn (e.g., well) or merely serve as a form
of acknowledgment (e.g., yeah). Filled pauses are
non-lexicalized sounds without any semantic con-
tent. Interjections are defined as non-lexicalized
sounds indicating affirmation or negation.
We simply introduce frequent filler phrases at

randomly chosen positions. We choose frequent
filler phrases after carefully observing conversa-
tions. We assume that there will be at most 3 fillers
in a sentence and uniformly choose a number be-
tween 1 and 3. Thereafter, with uniform probabil-
ity, we pick the location in the sentence at which
the next filler will be inserted and also choose the
filler phrase to be inserted with uniform probabil-
ity from a pool of filler phrases.4

Speakers might tend to use fillers before long
words. For words with 12 or more characters, we
first choose a filler phrase with uniform probability
and then place it before the long word.

3.2 Repetitions

Repetition is defined as the phenomenon of speak-
ers repeating a word or phrase.
Word Repetition. For this rule, we pick a word
uniformly at random and repeat it.
Phrase Repetition. In this rule, we repeat a
phrase5 containing 2 to 5 words. We first randomly
pick a length from [2, 3, 4, 5] using a weighted dis-
tribution of [0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1].6 Then, we pick a
phrase of the chosen length uniformly at random
and repeat it.
PronounRepetition. We find pronouns to be com-
monly repeated in Indian languages. First, we ac-
cumulate a list of pronouns for each language. If
any word in the fluent sentence appears in the pro-
noun list, then we repeat the pronoun with a prede-
termined probability.7

4These filler phrases are separately listed for all four In-
dian languages after consulting native speakers.

5Here, we mean an n-gram of consecutive words regard-
less of their real phrasal structure.

6This distribution was chosen only to signify that phrases
of shorter length are more frequent than phrases of longer
length.

7More details about the probability with which a pronoun
is chosen to be repeated is specified in our code.
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3.3 Corrections

Corrections involve substitutions, deletions, or in-
sertions of words from the reparandum section.
Corrections may include the interregnum.
Partial Word. For this rule, we introduce partial
words before long words with 12 or more char-
acters. Firstly, we find the orthographic sylla-
bles8 of a long word using the Indic NLP Library9
(Kunchukuttan, 2020). Thereafter, we create the
partial word by joining the first n syllables where
n comes from a weighted distribution in which
probability P (n) is proportional to 1

n .
Missing Syllables. For this rule, preceding a
long word of 12 or more characters, we insert the
same word but with one or more syllables miss-
ing. We first find the orthographic syllables of the
long word. Then, we remove n contiguous sylla-
bles from the word (where n is sampled from a
weighted distribution similar to what we used for
phrase repetition) and add this reduced form of the
word prior to the original long word.
Pronoun Correction. In this rule, a pronoun gets
explicitly corrected. From the pronoun lists men-
tioned in Section 3.2, we create groups of similar
types of pronouns (e.g., all first person pronouns
are in one group). For each pronoun in the fluent
sentence, we find its group and pick a different pro-
noun from the group to serve as its correction. We
also (optionally) insert a frequent filler phrase be-
fore using the correct pronoun.
Synonym Correction. In this rule, we introduce
a synonym of the word before the actual word,
obtained using IndoWordNet10 (Bhattacharyya,
2010).

3.4 False Start

For the False Start disfluency, a sentence is
aborted before it is completed, and a new idea or
line of thought is introduced. To create false starts,
we first randomly pick two different fluent sen-
tences. Then, we split the first fluent sentence from
a random position and we concatenate the first part
of the split with the second fluent sentence.

8Orthographic syllable is a sequence of one or more con-
sonants followed by a vowel.

9https://github.com/anoopkunchukuttan/indic_
nlp_library

10https://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/indowordnet/

4 Dataset Details

4.1 Disfluency Datasets for Indian Languages
Real Disfluent Data. We create real disfluent
datasets in Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi by tran-
scribing and annotating real disfluencies from con-
versations in the respective languages. For this pur-
pose, we used publicly available Interviews in Ben-
gali11, Hindi12, and Marathi13 from YouTube14.
From these videos, we constructed three datasets
containing 300, 150, and 250 disfluent and fluent
parallel sentences in Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi,
respectively.

Synthetic Disfluent Data. We also induce dis-
fluencies in fluent text using our rule-based al-
gorithm and create evaluation datasets for disflu-
ency detection in Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam and
Marathi. We start with fluent monolingual text
from the PMIndia corpus15 (Haddow and Kirefu,
2020). We synthesize disfluent sentences using
the rules outlined in Section 3. We ask language
specialists in each of the four languages to manu-
ally pick sentences from the synthetic dataset that
appear like natural disfluencies (and edit the dis-
fluent sentences if needed). We picked utterances
such that there is uniform coverage across disflu-
ency types and there is no label imbalance. We
used IndicNLP (Kunchukuttan, 2020) for normal-
ization and tokenization, and we removed all punc-
tuation marks. Table 1 shows detailed disfluency
type counts for all four datasets. The test sets for
Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, and Marathi contain
500, 575, 575, and 420 sentences, respectively.
Each of the test sets is grouped into five cate-

gories: fillers, repetitions, corrections, false starts
and fluent sentences. Fluent sentences are in-
cluded as a control set to check whether the model
is incorrectly detecting disfluencies in fluent sen-
tences. We also include fluent sentences with redu-
plications which are a special category in Indian
languages as mentioned below.

Reduplication. Reduplication is the act of re-
peating all or part of a word for emphasis or to

11https://www.youtube.com/c/WBCSMadeEasyTM
12https://www.youtube.com/

NeeleshMisraChannel
13https://www.youtube.com/c/GopalDarji
14We obtained explicit permission from the Bengali and

Marathi content creators to use the data for research. The
Hindi content creator allows fair use of specific videos for
research.

15https://data.statmt.org/pmindia/

https://github.com/anoopkunchukuttan/indic_nlp_library
https://github.com/anoopkunchukuttan/indic_nlp_library
https://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/indowordnet/
https://www.youtube.com/c/WBCSMadeEasyTM
https://www.youtube.com/NeeleshMisraChannel
https://www.youtube.com/NeeleshMisraChannel
https://www.youtube.com/c/GopalDarji
https://data.statmt.org/pmindia/
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Type Bn Hi Ml Mr
Filler (3.1) 50 100 100 70

Word Repetition (3.2) 42 50 50 35
Phrase Repetition (3.2) 42 50 50 35
Pronoun Repetition (3.2) 41 50 50 35

Partial Word (3.3) 66 50 50 35
Missing Syllables (3.3) 34 50 50 35
Pronoun Correction (3.3) 66 50 50 35
Synonym Correction (3.3) 34 50 50 35

False Start (3.4) 50 50 50 35
Fluent Sentences with Redpl 25 25 25 20
Normal Fluent Sentences 50 50 50 50

Total 500 575 575 420

Table 1: Synthetic Dataset Statistics: Number of sen-
tences of each disfluency type. Redpl: Reduplication,
Bn: Bengali, Hi: Hindi, Ml: Malayalam, Mr: Marathi.

convey a meaning. It is widely used in Indian lan-
guages; a few examples of reduplication in Hindi
are shown in Table 2 (Montaut, 2009). In the
context of disfluencies, we note that reduplica-
tions could be mistaken for a repetition disfluency
type. Reduplications are intentional repetitions
which are grammatically correct and should not
be flagged as disfluencies. To check for this, we
include fluent sentences with reduplication in our
test set.

4.2 English Disfluency Data
We also present results for English to check how
well MuRIL performs when compared with previ-
ously published results. Switchboard16 (Godfrey
et al., 1992) in English is the most commonly used
dataset for disfluency detection. Following the ex-
perimental settings in Wang et al. (2021), we split
the Switchboard corpus such that the dev set con-
sists of all sw_04[5-9]*.utt files, the test set con-
sists of all sw_04[0-1]*.utt files, and the training
set consists of all the remaining files. We do not
include sentences without disfluencies in the train-
ing data, but do so in the dev, test set. Following
Honnibal and Johnson (2014), we lowercase the
text and remove all punctuation marks.

5 Experimental Setup

In this work, we use MuRIL (Khanuja et al., 2021)
which is a BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019)
pretrained on 16 Indian languages (including the
four we consider) and English. MuRIL is pre-
trained using two language modeling objectives:
Masked Language Modeling and Translation Lan-
guage Modeling.

16https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC97S62
17Orange color denotes reduplication

Evaluation Metrics. We test the model on Ben-
gali, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi and English dis-
fluency detection tasks. Similar to prior work on
detecting English disfluencies (Wang et al., 2021),
we compute precision, recall, and F1 scores us-
ing word-level labels. We also use a more ambi-
tious metric, the exact match percentage, where
the predicted fluent sentence is compared to the
reference fluent sentence and checked for an ex-
act match. We also show BLEU scores between
the fluent text predictions and the reference fluent
sentences, which are calculated using sacreBLEU
(Post, 2018).

5.1 Using only English Disfluency Data

We finetune the pretrained MuRIL checkpoint on
the English disfluency detection task where the
goal is to correctly label each of the tokens as fluent
or disfluent. We use the muril-base-cased check-
point (having 236M parameters) from Hugging-
Face18 for all our experiments. For each of the
subword tokens identified by theMuRIL tokenizer,
the model predicts its label as being 0 (fluent) or 1
(disfluent).
For disfluency correction, once we have disflu-

ency labels for each subword, we use majority vot-
ing to determine whether a word is omitted or not.
For a word, if the number of its subwords tagged
as disfluent is greater than the number of subwords
tagged as fluent, the word is deleted; else, it is re-
tained.

5.2 Using Synthetically Generated Indian
Language Data along with English
Disfluency Data

We would like to check whether our synthetically
generated data in one Indian language (say, Ben-
gali) helps improve performance on real disfluen-
cies in Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi languages.
We generate disfluent sentences having n disflu-

encies where n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Ignoring false
starts, we pick one of the eight disfluency types
(listed in Table 1) at random and inject disfluen-
cies in fluent Bengali sentences from the PMIndia
corpus. We generated 42500 disfluent Bengali sen-
tences in this way, which is roughly half the num-
ber of sentences in the Switchboard corpus.19 Sim-

18https://huggingface.co/google/
muril-base-cased

19We want to augment the Switchboard data with the syn-
thetic Bengali data, but do not want the synthetic data to dom-
inate the corpus.

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC97S62
https://huggingface.co/google/muril-base-cased
https://huggingface.co/google/muril-base-cased
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Sentence Transliteration Gloss Translation Comment

तुम कहा कहा17 गए tuma kahaa kahaa gae you where where
went

where did you go Reduplication of inter-
rogative pronoun. Here
the questioner expects
a list of places in re-
sponse.

खाते खाते मत बोलो khaate khaate mata
bolo

eating eating do_not
speak

do not speak while
eating

Reduplication of verb

यह लो तुम्हारी चाय.
गरम गरम ह,ै िपयो

yaha lo tumhaarii
caaya. garama
garama hai, piyo

this take your tea. hot
hot is drink

Take your tea. It is
nicely hot, drink it

Reduplication of adjec-
tive

बच्चो को एक एक टॉफ़ दो bacco ko eka eka
taffii do

children to one one
toffee give

give a toffee to each
child

Reduplication of num-
ber.

Table 2: Examples of Reduplication in Hindi. Gloss: word-to-word English translation. “_” in the gloss suggests
fertility which refers to one word mapping to multiple words in the other language.

ilarly, we construct synthetic data for the other two
languages as well.
Next, we finetune the pretrained MuRIL check-

point on the combined synthetic Bengali data and
Switchboard data. The other experimental details
are the same as described in Section 5.1. We eval-
uate this model on real disfluency detection data
in Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi. We hypothesize
that the performance of this model on the real Ben-
gali disfluency detection dataset will be better than
that of the model finetuned only on English data.
This would indicate that our synthetically gener-
ated data contains disfluencies that mimic the ones
seen in real speech.

5.3 Using Only Synthetically Generated
Indian Language Data

We also finetune the pretrainedMuRIL checkpoint
only on the synthetic Bengali/Hindi/Marathi data.
We apply the same synthetic data and experimental
setup as discussed in Section 5.2.

6 Results & Analysis

This section presents the evaluation results and
analyses the quantitative and qualitative perfor-
mance of our models.

6.1 Performance on Real Disfluent Data

Table 3 shows a comparison of our model fine-
tuned on only English data, and models finetuned
on synthetic Bengali/Hindi/Marathi disfluent data
(optionally) along with real English disfluent data.
We can see that MuRIL - En & Syn Bn (model

finetuned using both synthetically generated Ben-
gali data and the Switchboard corpus) outperforms
MuRIL - En (finetuned only using the Switchboard

corpus) by a significant margin of 19% in terms of
exact matches, when evaluated on real Bengali dis-
fluencies. Also, MuRIL - En & Syn Bn has high
precision which leads to an increase of 4.67 F1
scores. Similarly,MuRIL - En & Syn Himodel out-
performsMuRIL - En by a largemargin of 19.92 F1
scores, when evaluated on real Hindi disfluencies.
Both MuRIL - En & Syn Bn and MuRIL - En &
Syn Mr also outperformMuRIL - En by 15.51 and
18.14 F1 scores, respectively. We observe similar
trends on the real Marathi evaluation set as well.
All the models that were finetuned with addi-

tional synthetic data (irrespective of the language)
nearly double the number of exact matches when
evaluated on real Hindi/Marathi disfluencies, com-
pared to the model trained with only English dis-
fluent data. Our models trained only on synthetic
disfluent data outperform the MuRIL - En model.
We observe 1.17, 12.33, 17.48 F1 scores improve-
ment over MuRIL - En model, when evaluated on
real Bengali, Hindi andMarathi evaluation sets, re-
spectively.
These results suggest that using synthetically

generated disfluent sentences does enable transfer
to real disfluent data and helps validate our syn-
thetic data generation pipeline.

6.2 Disfluency Detection in Indian Languages
Table 4 presents a detailed account of the perfor-
mance of MuRIL on the four manually-edited syn-
thetic disfluency evaluation sets in Bengali, Hindi,
Malayalam, and Marathi. It also provides a break-
down of performance across disfluency types. We
report the exact match percentages, the BLEU
scores and the F1 scores.
The overall F1 scores for Bengali, Hindi, Malay-

alam and Marathi are 73.14, 63.82, 67.12 and
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Language Model Precision Recall F1 score Exact Match % BLEU

Bengali

MuRIL - En 81.13 65.60 72.54 28.33 80.2
MuRIL - Syn Bn 91.79 61.58 73.71 43.00 81.2

MuRIL - En & Syn Bn 92.90 66.06 77.21 47.33 82.6
MuRIL - En & Syn Hi 89.90 51.03 65.11 35.67 77.4
MuRIL - En & Syn Mr 92.72 51.15 65.93 35.33 76.7

Hindi

MuRIL - En 67.81 62.20 64.89 36.67 85.5
MuRIL - Syn Hi 83.18 72.05 77.22 54.00 89.5

MuRIL - En & Syn Bn 82.57 78.35 80.40 64.00 91.3
MuRIL - En & Syn Hi 84.98 84.65 84.81 66.00 93.7
MuRIL - En & Syn Mr 86.38 79.92 83.03 66.00 91.7

Marathi

MuRIL - En 57.78 54.93 56.32 26.40 83.8
MuRIL - Syn Mr 92.25 61.50 73.80 55.60 88.2

MuRIL - En & Syn Bn 82.77 68.78 75.13 56.80 88.9
MuRIL - En & Syn Hi 83.14 68.31 75.00 55.60 89.5
MuRIL - En & Syn Mr 87.54 69.25 77.33 60.80 90.0

Table 3: Performance on real Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi disfluent data. MuRIL - En: Finetuning MuRIL only on
Switchboard data,MuRIL - En & Syn X (whereX ∈ {Bn,Hi,Mr}): Finetuning MuRIL on Switchboard data and
synthetic disfluency detection data in language X [Bn: Bengali, Hi: Hindi, Mr: Marathi] , MuRIL - Syn X (where
X ∈ {Bn,Hi,Mr}): Finetuning MuRIL only on synthetic disfluent data in language X . We note that the BLEU
scores between the original disfluent text and the fluent reference text for Bengali, Hindi, and Marathi are 62.0,
71.9 and 73.2, respectively.

70.22, respectively. Interestingly, the model is
able to do a reasonable job of disfluency detection
even in the zero-shot setting with no access to la-
beled disfluent data in the target languages. The
BLEU scores between the original disfluent text
and the fluent reference for Bengali, Hindi, Malay-
alam andMarathi are 83.2, 83.4, 78.3, 81.1, respec-
tively. Comparing these scores to the BLEU scores
obtained using the finetuned MuRIL (92.5, 90.9,
88.4 and 91.3) clearly shows that the model is ef-
fective in removing disfluencies.

6.3 Performance across Disfluency Types
Table 4 shows that our model is doing exception-
ally well at detecting Repetitions in all the lan-
guages and our model shows the best performance
in detectingPhrase Repetitions. In 64%of the Ben-
gali sentences, our model did not tag a reduplica-
tion as disfluency, which is correct. This suggests
that the model is learning the difference between
word repetition and reduplication. Also, most of
the fluent sentences are kept unchanged.
Even without any explicit supervision of the

filler words specific to each language, we find that
our model is sometimes able to accurately detect
the fillers based on the context in which they ap-
pear. The high F1 score in Marathi for fillers
(compared to the other three languages) can be at-
tributed to the fact that the fillers exhibited a posi-
tional bias and mostly appeared at the start of the
Marathi test sentences.
Our model performs fairly on detecting partial

words. In comparison, the model does very well
on detecting missing syllables and achieves more
than 75 F1 scores in all four languages. Despite
the complexity of the pronoun correction task,
which could also involve optional editing terms,
our model performs admirably and gets F1 scores
of greater than 75 across all languages.
Detecting synonym correction correctly is a

complex task and our model does not perform too
well on this disfluency type. Our model yields
the lowest F1 scores across all disfluency types on
false starts. This is not very surprising because
false starts are the hardest of disfluency types to de-
tect (Shriberg, 1994). Sometimes there are ambigu-
ities even in the gold standard utterances contain-
ing false starts. (Example 7 in Table 8 shows such
an ambiguity.) Another reason could be that the
Switchboard dataset does not contain many false
start disfluencies.

6.4 Performance across Languages
From Table 4, we compare the performance of our
model across languages for different disfluency
types.
Filler detection is done best for Marathi. We ob-

serve that the model does not perform well in de-
tecting Hindi fillers. Hindi differs from the other
languages in that it uses fairly long phrases as
fillers. For example, “क्या कहते ह”ै means “what
to say”. Thus, our model might find it challeng-
ing to catch these long filler phrases. We also ob-
serve that the model’s capability to detect a filler
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Type Bengali Hindi Malayalam Marathi
M B F1 M B F1 M B F1 M B F1

Filler (3.1) 34.00 86.74 53.66 23.00 82.05 28.45 19.00 78.63 37.24 61.43 90.13 77.24
Word Repetition
(3.2)

78.57 98.12 90.53 66.00 96.39 79.67 82.00 98.40 92.91 82.86 97.61 92.50

Phrase Repetition
(3.2)

80.95 98.49 96.42 70.00 96.91 93.84 86.00 98.46 96.75 62.86 95.52 91.57

Pronoun Repeti-
tion (3.2)

73.17 97.27 86.04 74.00 95.32 84.75 86.00 98.10 92.31 74.29 97.58 88.61

PartialWord (3.3) 45.45 90.31 66.10 38.00 91.00 54.55 52.00 88.59 70.00 42.86 89.88 60.71
Missing Syllables
(3.3)

70.59 96.20 83.08 82.00 98.39 89.80 62.00 92.16 76.77 62.86 95.46 82.19

Pronoun Correc-
tion (3.3)

59.09 89.49 82.11 54.00 90.00 78.54 60.00 90.08 85.71 40.00 87.11 75.74

Synonym Correc-
tion (3.3)

29.41 86.76 48.98 18.00 77.66 54.13 18.00 73.17 45.84 14.29 67.18 41.38

False Start (3.4) 20.00 75.50 37.64 8.00 80.29 27.23 2.00 70.51 15.56 17.14 79.04 35.39
Fluent Sentences
with Reduplica-
tion

64.00 96.01 64.00 97.31 60.00 94.59 35.00 89.45

Normal Fluent
Sentences

90.00 98.46 98.00 99.89 96.00 99.35 94.00 99.45

Overall 57.60 92.52 73.14 50.96 90.87 63.82 53.22 88.39 67.12 56.19 91.31 70.22

Table 4: Performance on manually-edited synthetic Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, and Marathi disfluency datasets.
We use MuRIL - En model for the evaluation. M: Exact Match Percentage, B: BLEU Score, F1: F1 Score. We
note here that the BLEU scores between the original disfluent text and the fluent reference text for Bengali, Hindi,
Malayalam and Marathi are 83.2, 83.4, 78.3, 81.1, respectively.

word varies depending on the position of the filler.
When hesitations like “अ”ं, “आं” are present at
the beginning of the sentence, our model always
detects them, but not necessarily when they are
present in the middle.
Our model performs the best on Hindi when it

comes to detecting missing syllables. F1 scores
when detecting repetitions and corrections are
comparable across languages. However, we see
a huge gap across languages in the case of false
starts. For false starts, the difference in perfor-
mance between the Bengali and Malayalam test
sets is 22.08 (in terms of F1 scores). This large dif-
ference in performance could be attributed to the
following reasons:
• The number of words present in false starts

follows different distributions for Bengali and
Malayalam. In Bengali, there are fewer occur-
rences of false starts containing many words,
while there are more long false start occurrences
in Malayalam.
• The model detects Bengali conjunctions like

“কারণ” (meaning “because”), “িকন্তু” (meaning
“but”), “আর” (meaning “and”) etc. as disfluencies
which are part of the false start.
• At times, the model detects part of the false

start as being part of some other disfluency type,
such as a repetition or a correction.

6.5 Ablation Study

Table 3 shows that combining synthetic Marathi
disfluent data with English disfluent data increases
F1 scores by 21 points on real Marathi disfluent
data compared to a model trained solely on English
data. Via an ablation study, we aim to check which
subset of disfluency types in the synthetic dataset
is most helpful. We consider seven combinations
of disfluency types (including MuRIL - En20 and
MuRIL - En & Syn Mr21) that we think are repre-
sentative. We generate the same amount of syn-
thetic data for all the combinations using the steps
discussed in Section 5.2.
We present the results in Table 5. It is encourag-

ing to see that all the models achieve a precision of
nearly 90 when trained on synthetic data whereas
Disf-onlyEng achieves a precision of only 57.78.
In comparison to Disf-onlyEng, Disf-1 (synthetic
data containing only fillers) has a lower F1 score,
which can be attributed to the very low recall value.
Disf-1234 improves F1 score by 8.40, which sug-
gests that repetitions help. It is interesting to see
that Disf-15678 improves F1 score by 20.09. This
implies that corrections by themselves are of sig-

20MuRIL - En and Disf-onlyEng are the same. This model
is only trained on English disfluent data

21MuRIL - En & Syn Mr and Disf-all are the same. This
model is trained on English data, and synthetic Marathi data
comprising all the disfluency types
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Model Name Precision Recall F1 score Exact Match % BLEU
Disf-onlyEng 57.78 54.93 56.32 26.40 83.8

Disf-1 90.97 30.75 45.96 23.60 79.9
Disf-1234 93.36 49.53 64.72 45.60 84.8
Disf-15678 89.06 66.90 76.41 56.80 89.4
Disf-137 89.78 47.42 62.06 38.80 83.6
Disf-1357 89.56 62.44 73.58 54.00 88.2
Disf-all 87.54 69.25 77.33 60.80 90.0

Table 5: Performance of models trained on English and additional synthetic Marathi disfluent data containing
a subset of disfluency types (except Disf-onlyEng which is trained only on English data). The numbers in the
model name indicate which disfluency types were present in the synthetic data during finetuning (e.g., Disf-137
was trained on synthetic Marathi disfluent data containing only filler, phrase repetition, and pronoun correction).
Mapping of number to disfluency types — 1: filler, 2:word repetition, 3: phrase repetition, 4: pronoun repetition,
5: partial word, 6:missing syllables, 7: pronoun correction, 8: synonym correction. We note here that MuRIL - En
is the same as Disf-onlyEng andMuRIL - En & Syn Mr is the same as Disf-all.

nificant help. We also observe that only phrase rep-
etition and pronoun correction do not help much as
Disf-137 achieves an F1 score of only 62.06. How-
ever, when we also add partial words, Disf-1357
overshoots Disf-137 by a margin of 11.52 F1.

6.6 English Disfluency Detection
In Table 6, we present the performance of our
multilingual model MuRIL on the test set of the
Switchboard corpus as a sanity check of our model.
We achieved an F1 score of 93.62 on the sequence
labeling task, whereas the state-of-the-art model
in Wang et al. (2021) reported an F1 score of
91.7. (We note that Wang et al. (2021) prepro-
cesses “uh”, “um”, “I mean”, etc. tokens differ-
ently; hence, our F1 scores are not directly compa-
rable.)

Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy
95.22 92.08 93.62 98.00

Table 6: Performance on Switchboard disfluency detec-
tion test set.

7 Conclusion

We propose the use of a pretrained multilingual
model MuRIL for zero-shot disfluency detection
in Indian languages. We evaluate our model on
Bengali, English, Hindi, Malayalam, and Marathi
disfluency detection tasks. We also show that
synthetically generated Bengali/Hindi/Marathi dis-
fluency detection data using simple rules, when
combined with real English disfluency data dur-
ing finetuning, helps improve F1 scores on real
Bengali/Hindi/Marathi disfluencies. Our overall
results support the claim that it is possible to do
cross-lingual transfer of disfluency detection with-

out any labeled data in the target languages. For
future work, we intend to evaluate the model on
more diverse disfluencies.
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Type Description Example Transliteration Gloss Translation
Filler (3.1) Insert frequent

filler phrases in a
sentence

সমীক্ষায় েদখা যায়,
এই মােন22 তৃতীয়
এবং চতুথর্ েশৰ্ণী েথ-
েকই অিধকাংশ ছাতৰ্ী
সু্কলছুট হয়।

samIkShAYa� dekhA
YAYa�, ei mAne tRRi-
tIYa� evaM chaturtha
shreNI thekei ad-
hikAMsha ChAtrI
skulaChuTa haYa�

in_survey see
can this means
third and fourth
grade since
most girl_student
drop_out_of_school
is

According to the
survey, this means
most girl students
drop out of school
from third and
fourth grade.

Word Repetition
(3.2)

Repeat a word un-
necessarily

এখনও এখনও হয়েতা
অেনকেক বাইের েথ-
েক জল আনেত েযেত
হয়।

ekhanao ekhanao
haYa�to anekake
vAire theke jala
Anate Yete haYa

still still maybe
many outside from
water to_bring
to_go is

Manymay still still
have to fetch water
from outside.

Phrase Repetition
(3.2)

Repeat a phrase un-
necessarily

অথর্াৎ, হতাশার আব-
েহও বাঁচার আশা জা-
গােনার সামথর্য্ এই
সমােজর এই সমােজর
রেয়েছ।

arthAt, hatAshAra
Avaheo vA.NchAra
AshA jAgAnora
sAmarthYa ei samA-
jera ei samAjera
raYa�eChe

in_other_words,
despair
in_condition
to_live hope
to_awaken ability
this of_society
this of_society
there_are

In other words, this
society this society
has the ability to in-
spire hope to sur-
vive in the face of
despair.

Pronoun Repeti-
tion (3.2)

Repeat a pronoun
unnecessarily

আমরা আমরা েরায়া-
ন্ডাবাসীেক এেক্ষেতৰ্ না-
নাভােব সাহাযয্ করেত
পাির।

AmarA AmarA
roYa�An.DAvAsIke
ekShetre nAnAb-
hAve sAhAYYa
karate pAri

We we
to_Rwandans
in_this_case
many_ways help
to_do can

We we can help
Rwandans in many
ways.

Partial Word (3.3) Use part of word
before the actual
word

এর ফেল, নয়ডা অঞ্চ-
েল আগামী বছরগুিল-
েত জনসংখয্াও উেল্লখ
উেল্লখেযাগয্ভােব বৃিদ্ধ
পােব।

era phale, naYa�.DA
anchale AgAmI
vaCharagulite
janasaMkhYAo
ullekha ullekhaYo-
gYabhAve vRRiddhi
pAve

for_this
as_a_result Noida
in_region next
over_the_years
popula-
tion_too PAR-
TIAL_WORD
significantly in-
crease will_get

As a result, the
population of the
Noida region will
also increase signi
significantly in the
coming years.

Missing Syllables
(3.3)

Missed a few
syllables from the
middle of a word;
therefore, it is
followed by the
entire word.

আিটর্িফিশয়াল ইেন্টিল-
েন্সর ইেন্টিলেজেন্সর সূ-
তৰ্ ধেরই বহু সমসয্ারই
সমাধান আমরা করেত
পাির

ArTiphishiYa�Ala
inTelinsera in-
Telijensera sU-
tra dharei vahu
samasYArai samAd-
hAna AmarA karate
pAri

Artificial
of_intellince
of_intelligence
formula taking
many problems
solution we to_do
can

We can solve many
problems with
the help of Arti-
ficial Intellince
Intelligence.

Pronoun Correc-
tion (3.3)

Use an incorrect
pronoun, then
an optional edit
phrase, then the
proper pronoun.

কেচ্ছ এেদরেক না মা-
েন এেক ভুঙ্গা বেল।

kachChe ederake nA
mAne eke bhu NgA
vale

in_Kachchh
to_them no mean
to_this bhunga
called

They no I mean it
is called bhunga in
Kachchh.

Synonym Correc-
tion (3.3)

Use of imprecise
synonym before
the actual word

েকান্ পৰ্কল্প কেব
েশষ হেব, েসই সময়
িনেদর্িশত িনিদর্ষ্ট
কের_েদওয়া_হেয়েছ।

kon prakalpa kave
sheSha have, sei
samaYa� nird-
eshita nirdiShTa
kare_deoYa�A_haYa�eChe

which project
when complete
will_be, that time
directed specified
has_been_done

When the project
will be completed,
the time has been
directed specified.

False Start (3.4) Begin a sentence,
then abruptly end
it and begin a new
sentence.

ইিতমেধয্ই রােজয্ আজ
েদশ উন্নয়েনর নতুন
উচ্চতা অিতকৰ্ম কর-
েছ।

itimadhYei rAjYe
Aja desha unnaYa�n-
era natuna uchchatA
atikrama karaChe

already
in_the_state
today country
of_development
new height exceed
doing

Already in the state
Today, the country
is exceeding new
heights of develop-
ment.

Table 7: Different types of disfluencies in our synthetic dataset
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Disfluent Sentence Transliteration Gloss Translation Model Output Comment
েতােক এটা ভাবেল তুই এটা
ভাবিব েয চার বছর ধের অল্প
অল্প কের কাজ করব

BT: toke eTA bhAvale
tui eTA bhAvavi Ye
chAra vaChara dhare
alpa alpa kare kAja
karava

BG: to_you it if_think
you it should_think that
four year for little little
by work will_do

E: If you think about it
you would think that I
wouldwork little by little
for four years

তুই এটা ভাবিব েয চার বছর
ধের অল্প কের কাজ করব

Our model is able to detect the correction
but considers reduplication (“অল্প অল্প”) as
a disfluency. Thus the model removes one
“অল্প”.

তুই েযটা পড়িছস তুই েযটা
পড়িল েসিদেন েসটােক সুন্দর
কের েলখার েচষ্টা করিব

BT: tui YeTA parChisa
tui YeTA parli sedine
seTAke sundara kare
lekhAra cheShTA karavi

BG: you what read-
ing you what read
on_that_day that beau-
tiful by writing try
you_should

E: Try to write beauti-
fully what you are read-
ing you read on that day

তুই েযটা পড়িল েসিদেন েস-
টােক সুন্দর কের েলখার েচষ্টা
করিব

Our model is able to detect the correction.

তুিম িক তাহেল ওই কাজটা
েশষও হেয় েগল

BT: tumi ki tAhale oi kA-
jaTA sheShao haye gela

BG: you what then that
work end become gone

E: Are you then that
work is over

ওই কাজটা েশষও হেয় েগল The sentence starts with a thought (“তুিম
িক তাহেল” means “Are you then”) and sud-
denly a new chain of thought is initiated
(“ওই কাজটা েশষও হেয় েগল” means “that
work is over”). Our model is able to de-
tect the false start.

আসেল আিম না আিম এক-
দমই বুেঝ পািচ্ছ না কী করা
উিচত

BT: Asale Ami nA
Ami ekadamai vujhe
pAchChi nA kI karA
uchita

BG: Actually I no I abso-
lutely understand getting
no what do should

E: Actually I no I have
no idea what to do

আসেল আিম একদমই বুেঝ
পািচ্ছ না কী করা উিচত

The disfluent sentence contains pronoun
repetition along with an interregnum. Our
model is able to detect both.

मेरा नहीं मतलब हमारा
अतीत अदंरूनी_तौर_पर
हमेशा संयमपूवर्क बुना_गया
है

HT: merA nahIM mata-
laba hamArA atIta
aMdarUnI_taura_para
hameshA saMyama-
pUrvaka bunA_gayA
hai

HG: my no mean our
past internally always ab-
stemiously woven is

E: My no I mean our
past has always been
abstemiously woven in-
ward

हमारा अतीत अदंरूनी तौर
पर हमेशा संयमपूवर्क बुना
गया है

Our model detects the wrong pronoun
along with the edit term.

देशातील प्रत्येक शहरात प्र-
त्येक गावात ही स्वच्छता मो-
हीम सुरू आहे

MrT: deshAtIla pratyeka
shaharAta pratyeka gA-
vAta hI svachChatA mo-
hIma surU Ahe

MrG: of_the_country
each in_city each
in_village this cleanli-
ness campaign going_on
is

E: This cleaning cam-
paign is going on in ev-
ery city and every village
of the country

देशातील प्रत्येक गावात ही
स्वच्छता मोहीम सुरू आहे

We test our model on a fluent sentence.
The fluent sentence contains the phrase
“प्रत्येक शहरात प्रत्येक गावात” which has
two components: “प्रत्येक शहरात” means
“in each city” and “प्रत्येक गावात” means
“in each village”. Our model wrongly
assumes that the first component is cor-
rected by the second component and
hence themodel labels the first component
as a disfluency.

ওঁরা ছয় মাস ধের েকানও
েকাম্পািনেত23 অয্ােপল-এর
িসইও িটম কুক বেলেছন এই
িসদ্ধােন্তর পিরণাম সুদূরপৰ্সা-
রী হেব

BT: o.NrA Chaya mAsa
dhare kono kompAnite
aYApela-era siio Tima
kuka valeChena ei
siddhAntera pariNAma
sudUraprasArI have

BG: they six months
for any in_company
Apple’s CEO Tim Cook
said this of_decision con-
sequences far-reaching
will_be

E: They for six months at
a company Apple’s CEO
Tim Cook said the de-
cision would have far-
reaching consequences

ছয় মাস ধের েকােনা েকাম্পা-
িনেত অয্ােপল-এর িসইও িটম
কুক বেলেছন এই িসদ্ধােন্তর
পিরণাম সুদূরপৰ্সারী হেব

The disfluent sentence contains a false
start “ওঁরা ছয় মাস ধের েকােনা েকাম্পািন-
েত”, which makes it ambiguous to find
the intended meaning of the utterance.
There could be at least three interpreta-
tions, which makes the task challenging:

• “At a companyApple’s CEO Tim
Cook has said for six months
that the decision would have far-
reaching consequences”

• “At a companyApple’s CEO Tim
Cook said the decision would
have far-reaching consequences”

• “Apple’s CEO Tim Cook said
the decision would have far-
reaching consequences”

Our model picks up the first interpretation.

মােন পৰ্পারিল যিদ ইমপয্াক্টটা
আনেত হয় তাহেল এখন েথ-
েক যিদ ইমপয্াক্ট আনেত হয়
তাহেল আমােক িসিভল সািভর্-
েস েযেত হেব

BT: maane prapaarali
yadi imapyaak.ta.taa
aanate haya� taahale
ekhana theke yadi
imapyaak.ta aanate haya�
taahale aamaake sibhila
saarbhise yete have

BG: mean properly if
the_impact to_bring is
then now from if impact
to_bring is then me civil
to_service to_go will_be

E: I mean, if I have to get
the impact properly, if I
have to get impact from
now on, I have to go to
the civil service.

পৰ্পারিল এখন েথেক যিদ
ইমপয্াক্ট আনেত হয় তাহেল
আমােক িসিভল সািভর্েস েয-
েত হেব

The disfluent sentence has code-mixing.
English words “properly”, “impact”,
“civil”, “service” are present in the Ben-
gali sentence. This disfluent sentence
contains correction disfluency type. Our
model is able to detect all the disfluencies
correctly.

Table 8: Qualitative analysis of our model predictions. BT: Bengali Transliteration, BG: Bengali Gloss, HT: Hindi
Transliteration, HG: Hindi Gloss, MrT: Marathi Transliteration, MrG: Marathi Gloss, E: English Translation.


